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FROM THE AUTHOR

The rigid curricula and over emphasis on cognitive achievements in examination 
critically affect the role of schools and are the barriers to comprehensive development 
of students and inculcating a healthy attitude and positive concern towards 
environment. Let me declare that we are not educationist nor do we formulate 
rules and procedures but being engineers we often tend to experiment and innovate 
situation specific solutions as a customised approach to overcome the barriers and 
therefore, this experiment with the children, school and its environment. During 
my six years with the schools I found our school leaders are inspired a lot and need 
support to innovate new system and processes in pursuit of excellence. Here is an 
account of the focused interventions in one of the educational settings. Mr Mani, the 
then GM of ICF desired to bring out a book on our experiment with education and 
hence this attempt.

‘Bala Devo Bhava’ or Worship the Child is the core concept of child centred 
education which is missing from the present system of education. Our premises 
focuses on the child and strives to build an environment enabling integral growth 
of the child with rich experience. We act as a bridge, facilitators and the last mile 
connectivity in the journey of education which culminates into a passion for learning 
and curiosity. 

The entire school space have been used as ‘Building as Learning Aid’. Green 
school concepts are implemented in the schools along with greening of ICF. ‘Greening 
of the curriculum’ focused on the infusion of environmental and sustainability 
perspectives into the school curriculum. The key perspective and the approach in 
which the contents are explored and learnt are (i)Learning about the environment; 
(ii) Learning through the environment; and (iii) Learning for the environment.

In most settings parents’ anxiety, teachers’ predicament and managements’ 
dilemma drive the students. Our schools engage the students in critical thinking and 
learning by adopting participatory, practical and collaborative approaches to work 
together and make the school environment healthier for students and by involving 
the whole community to work towards a sustainable future.

Thus this journey was interesting and full of challenges too. The journey still 
continues today with new ideas and innovations. I hope the concept and pictorial 
illustrations on experiential learning would provide the reader a wholesome insight 
on the concept of true education.

       D P Dash
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FOREWORD

The purpose of education is manifold. At the very basic level, it involves the imparting of knowledge and skills 
developed by an earlier generation to enable people to earn their livelihood. Thereby it ensures the reduction 
of poverty and an increase in economic growth and prosperity of a country as a whole. But education has 
another very important subtle role in enhancing the ability to discover, invent and learn. This role of education 
enables each generation to build upon the inherited knowledge and skills to develop new knowledge and skills, 
which has a multiplier effect on the economic growth of a country. However it is essential that the students 
have the right attitudes, beliefs and values without which they will not have the resilience and strength to 
learn and apply their knowledge in the manner described in the face of the many vicissitudes of life. Hence 
acquisition of these right attitudes, beliefs and values also falls within the ambit of education.

The education of a child should happen at home and at school. Therefore the child can be disadvantaged if 
the parents are not truly educated in the wholesome way as described earlier. It then becomes necessary 
to educate the parents too in all its variety so that the child grows up with right grooming both at home and 
school.

What fascinated me about the ICF schools is the attention to details in all the aspects detailed above. Not 
only are their teachers equipped with the right knowledge, skills attitudes, beliefs and values, but also an 
environment has been created in the school to continually impress upon the child to develop to his or her 
full potential. Parents’ education in matters of hygiene, values and health are imparted through innovative 
methods which are effective and yet not obtrusive or time-consuming. Sustainable living is yet another unique 
area of education in the ICF schools that is essential if we are to save the planet for future generations. I wish 
that these models are replicated in thousands of our schools in the towns and villages of India, so that the 
children of our country are educated in a wholesome manner. I must congratulate the ICF school management 
and the teachers for their painstaking attention to details in developing these schools which are unique and 
innovative in their approach towards wholesome education. I am sure that they will continue to build on it and 
make the ICF Schools grow from strength to strength in the years to come.

I also take this opportunity to commend ICF on bringing out the book “Child-Centered Intervention - An 
Experiment in ICF Group of Schools”. I hope this book will inspire educators throughout India to re-think and 
re-invent the schools to develop responsible, dedicated and well-equipped citizens in the service of the nation 
and the society.

Bodhibrata Nag
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As an Architect by profession and one who has been closely connected with the promotion of awarenesss and 
adoption of Green building principles across the entire spectrum of built-environment through the pioneering 
Institutional effort of the Indian Green Building Council (IGBC), I was presented with an opportunity, about a year 
ago, in awarding the Green School Building Certificate for the School in the campus of Integral Coach Factory at 
Perambur, Chennai. This was my first visit to ICF Campus.

It was a revelation to me that ICF was one of the few Public Sector Enterprises that vigorously and innovatively 
implementing a Sustainable Development Goal through a sound leadership vision. It was pleasantly surprising to 
see the passion and commitment by senior management of ICF, in general, and inspired leadership of Shri.D.P. 
Dash, that what was an industrially blighted area in Perambur decades ago to an enviable and Sustainable model 
of what an Industrial production facility and the holistic eco-centric environment for the entire Campus and School 
should be for every member of the ICF family who lived and worked there. Such initiatives on Green practices is 
applauded & recognised by IGBC. IGBC, in its role as the foremost leader in envisioning India as a global leader in 
promoting Green & Sustainable environment for all, has already catalysed India to reach within the top ranking 
achiever’s in registered Green building footprint in the Global ranking. IGBC also places considerable focus in 
inculcating among young school-going children a Green friendly culture as a second nature, realising that India 
of the future needs to produce committed green champions to occupy the future Nation-building roles.

Now there is a second revelation coming out of ICF’s socially conscious and far-reaching accomplishments. 
There exists a view among many educators that fundamentally questions the validity of a teacher / class 
room / prescribed text book centered learning at the formative years of learning in favour of a child-centered 
learning. The latter is designed to develop the individual and social qualities of a student rather than provide a 
generalized information or training by way of prescribed subject matter. This change from present curriculum / 
system compliant needs to be evaluated from the dichotomy that may either strengthen India’s well deserved 
recognition as a ‘global knowledge based service provider’, a global research- hub for several Multi-National 
Technology Companies, several leadership positions for India-educated persons at global Corporates, Business 
& Universities; be stymied by the reports that though India has more schools than China, India is low ranked 
at quality of elementary and primary levels of learning that students experience at schools. In resolving this 
challenge, ICF is setting an example by Policy and Practice what direction the future of education should be.

What is Child-centric education?

It is an effort that early childhood education emerges as a child-centered entity rich in unlimited, sensory-driven, 
practical experiences.

The term student- centered learning refers to a wide variety of educational programs, learning experiences, 
instructional approaches, and academic-support strategies that are intended to address the distinct learning 
needs, interests, aspirations, or cultural backgrounds of individual students and groups of students.

FOREWORD
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Allow for student choice and autonomy.

Use open-ended questioning techniques.

Engage in explicit instruction.

Encourage student collaboration and group projects.

Encourage student reflection.

Create individual self-paced assignments.

Get the students involved in community – based activities and service-learning projects.

Learning is not restricted to class rooms as single-way transition of education with a sole goal of rote & recall. Such 
an education that is most commonly adopted in our Country falls short in comprehensive student development 
as individuals into collectively contributing, thoughtful, sensitive, socially aware. Is this any way to produce 
future leadership in multiple vocations and services for an emerging superpower that is India?

Here again, ICF has shown wonderful drive to initiate far-reaching directions for change to significantly create 
an enabling environment, both in the areas of Sustainability and Human Development. It is heartening to note 
that under the leadership of Shri.D.P.Dash, not only ICF has become a champion of Sustainability but more 
importantly has decided to document efforts and bring about a book entitled “Child Centred intervention – An 
experiment in ICF Group of Schools”.

This is a great step and I am sure this book will be a guide & will inspire hundreds of Schools in Private and Public 
domains to follow your lead. To my knowledge, no one has taken the pains to document Green Schools as an 
experience in implementation of Sustainable concepts and also record tangible and intangible benefits. Given 
your track record, sensitizing children at young age to the concept of Sustainability by `Walking the talk’ is the 
best insurance to reverse the current catastrophe we will be facing in the next decade or so.  I am sure your 
young educated under a laudable method, will get inspired and voluntarily follow the green path to guide them 
in their future career and life.

---------------------------------

Ar. C.N. RAGHAVENDRAN

Managing Director, C.R. Narayana Rao Architects

Chairman, LEED INDIA and Chairman, Chennai Chapter, Indian Green Building Council

April 1, 2019
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Integral coach Factory was set up in 1955 as one of the morden temples of free India 
for self reliance. While the great efforts were on for designing the factory, construction 
of the factory, installation of machineries, setting up of training centre for employees and 
construction of residences for employees, the focus was equally on setting up of facilities 
for educational needs of the wards of employees of the young industrial establishment. 
The founders of this novel industrial institute had planned the facilities which could remain 
relevant today to meet the needs of employees as well as society around. The School 
Managing committee was set up to handle the day to day needs of the school. The primary 
school was set up in the East Colony in 1954, followed by Higher secondary school in 
Apprentice avenue which grew into a full-fledged Higher secondary school in 1964. These 
two schools were set up as Government aided school in line with the government policy 
on education those days. These schools provided scope for education for wards of ICF, 
Southern railway and society around. In order to meet the educational needs further, 
another two self financing schools were set up in apprentice avenue for primary and 
secondary education. These schools were named after silver jubilee celebration of ICF. 
In the year 2018, a CBSE school was set up to meet the demand of CBSE education to 
ICF employees at affordable cost. This school is the latest in the series of schools named 
as ICF Vidyaniketan. Management undertook various intervention focusing on needs, 
infrastructure, teaching pedagogy and quality of education for sustainable educational 
environment which lays emphasis on; 

“For making the complete environment of the school healthier for students and staff 
which includes the Greening of not only the entire curriculum, teaching-learning material, 
learning processes but also the physical, social, natural and cultural environment of a school 
as well, so as to develop and strengthen an emotional bond with the environment and 
society in order to lead towards positive actions. In order to do so, partnership between 
the school, family and community, with the school playing a lead role in the whole process, 
needs to be established.”

Few of the noteworthy interventions for ‘education for sustainable development’ 
(2014-18) such as renewable energy, green curriculum, greening of school infrastructure, 
Green school certification, implementation of ISO 9001:2015 quality system and child 
centred processes are also illustrated in this book.
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The Colony primary school is the oldest Tamil and Telugu medium school in the campus, established 
in 1954 as government aided school. The students in the school belong to the lower income group 
and lower educational attainment of parent who can not afford school fees and need support for 
good educational needs of their children. Many of the parents are daily wage earners and construction 
labourers. The school has been shifted to a new campus with renovated classrooms, noon meal centre, 
library, computer centre, play ground, new furniture for group work for lower classes and desk and 
bench. Teachers and Management team along with Mr S Mani, GM,ICF who has been instrumental in 
creating such a wonderful space for learning for these children.
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The ICF Higher Secondary School, one of the oldest schools (established in 1964) in this locality, now has over 800 
students and stands as a testimony of time over the last fifty four years. The school provides space for education towards 
of ICF/S Railway and the needy students residing in nearby areas. The school had celebrated Golden Jubilee in 2015. 
‘Greening’ the school and surrounding has been the main focus. Gardening & plantations, cleanliness, new furniture 
for class and dining, implementing smart classes, upgrading the laboratories, library, inducting roof top solar power and 
greening the Campus have been the top priority for us. Focus on education process includes the assessment of each child 
and designing the input for academics and overall growth. The school is certified to ISO 9001:2015 standard in October 
2018.
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The I.C.F. Silver Jubilee Matriculation Higher Secondary School (ICFSJMHSS) is a co- 
educational English Medium School started in 1979 during the Integral Coach Factory’s 
Silver Jubilee Year. This school provides an excellent environment for learning for 
students from all walks of life. The focus has been to upgrade the facility alongwith 
greening of the school. February 2018, the school achieved an unique distinction of 
being the first Raliway school to be certified ‘Platinum’ rating by IGBC. The school 
also has obtained ISO 9001:2015 certification in October 2018.
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ICF SILVER JUBULEE NURSERY  
AND PRIMARY SCHOOL

The Primary School was started in the year 1964 to augment the primary education needs 
of wards of ICF employees. The focus of education in the school is not only to develop 
one’s intelligence but also broaden child’s outlook and make him very useful and essential 
to society and world at large. The teaching process is fashioned in such a way that every 
child loves learning and the motto of our school “Learn by play” symbolises this. The 
school was named as ICF Silver Jubilee Nursery and Primary School in 1979 and shifted 
to its present campus. ICF Nursery and Primary school also adopted green and upgraded 
the facilities to introduce green education and green school concepts. Gardens, Green 
house, Tube well, composting centre, wall murals, canteen and a parent resource centre 
were added during the process. The school has obtained ‘Platinum’ rating from Indian 
Green Building council. The school is also certified ISO 9001:2015 in 2018.
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General Manager ICF, Mr S Mani’s vision of upgraded space for learning for all in the 
campus, has made it possible to create ICF Vidyaniketan which is the latest addition to 
ICF group of schools established in June 2018 for imparting Central Board of Secondary 
Education to the wards of our employees. Imparting child centred education has once 
again demonstrated ICF’s commitment to society at large. This school has admitted 280 
students from Std I to VII. The school is equipped with modern aids of teaching using 
smart boards, computer education and a library with 1500 books for the integral growth 
of children. 
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Students stand in this posture with folded hands placed in front of their chest with eyes 
closed. This helps them to concentrate before beginning of the session. This also provides 
space for transition from journey to class.

The changes envisioned in the new paradigm involve a 
major shift in thinking of education as a process which can 
not be achieved by merely changing the curriculum and 
text books, but a holistic reform to get the optimum result.

  Morning Activites of the School

The day begins with a prayer in the front of the 
school. Students and teachers join together for the 
prayer. The prayer is followed by news reading, 
quiz, important announcement etc,.
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Researches show that 
“proper arrangement of 
classroom environment plays 
a remarkable role in making 
instructional process more 
effective and establishes 
atmosphere favourable 
to learn. The quality of 
the physical classroom 
setting significantly affects 
academic achievement of the 
students. Physical facilities in 
classrooms ensure effective 
and successful teaching 
learning process”. 

“The condition of the school 
buildings is also a factor: 
School conditions diverge 
widely from one part of 
the country to another 
or even within localities. 
Those school systems with 
fewer financial resources 
and a greater percentage of 
students from low-income 
households seem to have 
school buildings in worse 
condition than those school 
systems that have a high 
tax base and the financial 
resources to solve the 
problems of providing good 
school buildings”. However, 
in our setting we tried 
to balance our resources 
to minimise such effect. 
Thus Schools always need 
adequate infrastructure, 
classroom furniture and 
equipment and we set this 
as an important aspect of 
our commitment for all ICF 
group of schools.

CLASS ROOM
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The classroom dynamics 
needed intervention in 
the form of up gradation 
of old furniture with sleek 
and modern furniture in all 
sections and extension of 
digital classes to all sections. 
As a first step, we took up 
replacement of furniture 
in all the classrooms. With 
improved ergonomics, the 
students now sit with proper 
comfortable posture and 
better concentration. Many 
students found to be happy 
with the new furniture. The 
classrooms are well lit with 
natural light, well ventilated 
with cross ventilation 
and adequate number of 
circulating fans. All classes 
have modern eco-friendly 
and twin seat ergonomically 
designed furniture, latest 
digital boards for smart 
class, green boards and 
locker.

“Indoor air quality, which 
is a function of outdoor 
and indoor air pollutants, 
thermal comfort, and 
sensory loads can affect 
the health of children 
and adults and may affect 
student learning and 
teacher productivity. Well 
ventilated classroom with 
cross ventilation and away 
from noisy streets help in 
controlling the classroom 
environment”.
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 “A well-balanced education is the key to individual achievement”

The world has moved on to the new age of information technology and it is important that we take 
full advantage of it. Technology has grown by leaps and bounds. This has brought many positive 
developments in the field of education and has redefined the fundamentals of education and learning. 
Instructional technology plays a vital role in teaching learning process and makes it more successful, 
interesting and fruitful. Therefore it is imperative to arrange instructional technology in classroom 
to ensure effective and conducive environment for teaching learning process. 

Leveraging technology is now possible to teach in a more interesting and engaging manner. 
Information Technology also helps teachers to deal with very difficult subjects in a simplified manner 
and easy-to-understand. It reorients the child and moves him or her from the 3 Us (Uninspired, 
Uninteresting and Unhappiness) to the 3 Ds (Determination, Devotion and Dedication).

Sensing the need, ICF Silver Jubilee Schools have introduced the benefits of Information Technology 
in the classroom at an early stage. Each classroom has a white and green board to be used by the 
teacher simultaneously. This kindles the young minds and it is supported by the textual lessons. 

•	  Improves academic performance of students. 

•	  Improves teacher’s effectiveness. 

•	  Makes learning an enjoyable experience.

•	  Familiarizes the students with modern technology. 

•	 Transforms the difficult subjects as more interesting ones

SMART INSTRUCTIONAL CLASS
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•	 Overall, the classroom environment plays a crucial role in keeping students engaged and allowing 
them to be successful within the classroom. 

•	 The teacher can modify the environment to achieve these results.
•	 Teachers can arrange the desks in different patterns and decorate the walls with different assignments 

or items. 
•	 The creative atmosphere generated by this has enhanced participation of students in the process. 

Changing the classroom for a child centred learning affects relationships, curriculum, instruction, learner 
grouping, and evaluation : 
•	 Relationships between the teacher and child are more collaborative
•	 Curriculum is more thematic, experiential, and inclusive of multiple perspectives
•	 Built from children’s strengths, interests, and experiences, and is participatory; and brings in a sense 

of belonging. 
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Art in any form is lively expression of artist’s mind. Paintings on canvas or murals on 
walls in the school uplift the creative engagement of pupils and the mentors. When 
the mentors lead the show and reinvent the childhood creativity the pupils pickup the 
brush with colours. The creation thus bound to be extraordinary pieces of work. Many 
researches show that paintings in workplace and schools bring positive changes in the 
attitude, motivate, create pleasing environment and eventually enhance the learning 
process. Conversion of class room, corridors and walls as learning space with decorative 
painting has been a priority.
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 ‘Building as Learning Aid’ (BaLA) has originated in Lok Jumbish in Rajastan in1997-98 . 
The building, classroom and space around the schools have been converted to learning 
aid through illustrations and paintings.
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The School is a workplace for teachers and place of learning for the pupils and perhaps the place for 
such an amazing act. A casual chat with our newly appointed drawing teacher (who was 4 months 
old then in the school) in the presence of the Head Master Palanivasan sir would take such a shape 
I never imagined. The hidden artist from the mathematics expert (our HM is Ph.D in Mathematics) 
guided the budding artists of the school. Students from class 6 to 9 volunteered to be part of the 
first ever exercise of ‘experiment with colours’. The themes are matching the space and objectives. 
These budding artists have painted the entire walk ways of all the floors of the entire school.
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Enhancing BaLA: The renovation of school entrance with a Heritage gallery, decorative ceiling, 
Knowledge corner, success steps, provided additional space for learning. 
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The knowledge centre is an unique concept which provides display of important aspects of 
social, science, literature, general knowledge for all classes. Teachers also can use this space 
for teaching in an open class room environment.
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The classrooms and outside walls are painted with pictorial stories for KG students to 
make their own stories . The classrooms remain more lively with colors.
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Classroom physical environment needed a change to have excellent dynamics in Colony 
primary school. The furniture for various classes are arranged based on the teaching 
pattern. For classes up to 3rd standard round table and chairs are arranged for group 
learning. For higher classes up to 5th standard desk and bench are procured. In addition, 
inner walls are painted with various displays such as maps, solar system, human body 
parts etc. as part of BaLA.

Tamil Nadu has an unique system of education for primary students. SABL (Simplified 
Activity Based Learning) .The students go through a process of group work and have to 
sit in circles for learning. The need for ‘group work furniture’ for the school was fulfilled 
and the students are happy. 
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Parents become part of the project BaLA in all schools and took part in painting stories 
and pictorial illustrations.
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Library forms an integral part of education. The library in ICFSJMHSS was revamped with 
new reading furniture, new storage units and full time Librarian. New books are added to 
enhance the inventory of the Library. Today the library has over 7000 books. READING 
DAY: Enhancing reading habit among children. On this day everyone including teachers 
spend time in reading books.
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BOOKS ON WHEELS: SCHOOL LIBRARY AT ICFSJ 
NURSERY AND PRIMARY SCHOOL

Let’s come and read..

Books are the treasures of knowledge..

Books are the keys to unlock the world beyond.

An unique venture to paint classroom exterior of library to resemble like a railway coach 
and aptly named as `Books on wheels’. The library houses 4000 books.
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The newly created Library and reading room for the Vidyaniketan school at present has 
3000 books and modern furniture for reading. The library is air-conditioned. There are 
various interesting books for all standards. The school action plan envisages addition of 
1500 books every year to achieve a strength of 10,000 books.
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The chemistry lab has been completely upgraded 
with modular modern work tables stations latest 
approaches and fresh gas pipe line connection. The 
physics, biology and science laboratories are also 
upgraded with up-to-date equipment and specimen. 
QED lab – (Quest / Explore / Discover) science lab 
with Maths, Science and Social exhibits. Science 
Experiments, Maths teaching tools / working tools 
/ Social exhibits is exclusively made for Std VI, VII, 
VIII and IX students.The computer centre also have 
been upgraded with 25 new computers in Silver 
Jubulee Matriculation school.
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Upgraded laboratories and computer 
centre in ICF higher secondary school has 
created enthusiasm amongst students. 
Now the students perform more 
experiments and learn by doing. Additional 
30 desktops have been provided in the 
computer centres for more hands on.
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The new computer centre for ICF 
VIDYANIKETAN houses computers of latest 
specification and latest software for all standards. 
Every child gets a hands on experience in the 
laboratory and learn the basics of programming. 

Upgraded Computer centre having 
latest computers for primary 
students in ICFSJNPS

The unique Maths laboratory in 
nursery and primary school.

 A computer centre was set up with number 
of Desktops for the children to have a practical 
experience in computers in the colony primary 
school in 2017. The teachers are 
trained to teach the basics 
for computer literacy.
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Sports not only provide 
avenue for recreation but 
also help in developing 
competitive spirit. To 
provide access to multiple 
sports for the students 
ICFSJMHS got its much 
awaited basketball court in 
March 2017. This court was 
made according to national 
standards. Around 150 
children are now pursuing 
this game seriously

The children have 
outdoor moments 
with sports teacher 
in the basket ball 
court and other 
play grounds. Each 
of such period lasts 
for 40 minutes of 
fun and activity.
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There is a positive association between physical activity and several components of mental 
health, including self-esteem, emotive wellbeing, spirituality, and future expectations. 
Physical activity has a positive impact on anxiety, depression, mood, and wellbeing. The 
much awaited Hockey ground came up in September 2017. A tool to develop bodily - 
kinesthetic intelligence.
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The much awaited outdoor game complex in ICF Nursery & Primary school 
had been created with basket ball court for tinytots and a badminton practice 
court in the vacant space between the classrooms in 2018. Over 50 boys 
and girls came on the inauguration day to start their basketball dream. This is 
perhaps the first basketball court in any primary school in Chennai.
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The basketball court in ICF Higher secondary school was renovated in 2017 
to provide excellent avenues for developing the sports in the campus. This 
has provided opportunity to introduce the game to all students in the campus. 
This facility is used by students of Higher secondary school and Primary school. 
After school hours this facility is also used by colony children and ex basket 
ball players. Further, the dedicated play ground also had been upgraded for 
football and cricket. 
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INTEGRATING ENVIRONMENT IN EDUCATION

The National Policy states ‘There is a paramount need to create a consciousness 
of the environment. It must permeate all ages and sections of society, beginning 
with the child. Environmental consciousness should inform teaching in schools 
and colleges. This aspect will be integrated in the entire educational process.’ 

The Indian civilisation has had a strong connect with the environment since ancient times. 
As per our ancient scriptures, this cosmic world is composed of five basic elements khiti 
(earth), apah (water), teja (light/ heat), marut (air) and vyom (space). These elements 
have been integral to our cultural practices and heritage. Societies and communities in 
the past were sensitive about nature and adopted environment-friendly conservation 
practices. 

GREEN SCHOOL: A BRIEF OUTLINE

•	 Green school guidelines move well beyond design and engineering criteria for the 
buildings themselves, addressing land use, processes for construction and equipment 
installation, and operation and maintenance practices. They include design and 
engineering techniques to meet specific objectives: 

•	 Locating schools near public transportation to reduce pollution and land development 
impacts; 

•	 Placing a building on a site so as to minimize its environmental impact and make the 
most of available natural light and solar gain; 

•	 Designing irrigation systems and indoor plumbing systems to conserve water; 

•	 Designing energy and lighting systems to conserve fossil fuels and maximize the use of 
renewable resources;  

•	 Selecting materials that are nontoxic, biodegradable, and easily recycled and that 
minimize the impacts on landfills and otherwise reduce waste; and 

•	 Creating an indoor environment that provides occupants with a comfortable 
temperature, and good air quality, lighting, and acoustics

A “Green School” is identified with those elements and practices 
that inculcate environmental sensitivity and promote environmental 
sustainability through various environment-friendly means that encourage 
judicious use of resources. It also caters to the physical, mental and 
emotional needs of a child by ensuring a school environment that is 
physically safe, emotionally secure and psychologically enabling. 
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SCHOOL GREENING 
PROGRAMME

•	 ICF Silver Jubilee Matriculation 
and Higher secondary school 
has become first and only 
railway school to achieve 
Platinum rating ( Feb,2018)
under Exiting school category 
by Indian Green Building 
Council. Followed by ICF Silver 
jubulee Nursery and Primary 
school( Dec,2018)

•	 Trees are planted and nurtured 
to inculcate the habit. The 
students are encouraged to 
carry greening efforts beyond 
school.

•	 Herbal garden – All herbal 
plants like Tulasi, aloe Vera etc. 
planted. All plants are given 
care and protection. 

•	 Students are encouraged to 
donate saplings for the school 
garden on their birthday. 

•	 The campus is litter free and use 
of plastic is fully discouraged. 
Waste segregation and 
processing has been a practice 
in the school.

•	 The school devised a green 
policy for the school and 
implemented the objectives in 
letter and spirit. 

•	 The school achieved energy 
sufficiently by generating 
electricity from Solar in the 
campus, conserve water by 
use of low flow taps, provided 
LED lights in all classroom, 
rain water harvesting and eco 
education for students. 

•	 The school has both indoor 
and outdoor games facility and 
encourages every student to 
play games.

GREENING OF SCHOOL 

•	 Promoting Green Practices
•	 Green Curriculum
•	 Garden : Mass birthday celebration
•	 Renewable energy and Conservation of Energy
•	 Yoga and Meditation & School Health camps
•	 Promoting Sports
•	 Promoting water conservation
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“Our biggest challenge in this new century is to take an idea that 
seems abstract – sustainable development – and turn it into a reality 
for all the world’s people.”

- KOFI ANNAN

GREENING 
OF SCHOOL

PERFORMANCE

COMMUNITY

RESPONSIBILITY

Children learn to take 
responsibility for their 

own action.

Help to educate the 
greater community. 
Knowledge sharing 

helps in reaching out 
to parents and nearby 

community.

Eco-sensitivity is both 
a passion and science. 
Children get sensitised 

to environmental 
aspect.

PEDAGOGY

Student’s performance 
due to indoor quality 

improvement Building 
performance due 

to energy efficiency, 
water efficiency, waste 

management
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GREEN SCHOOL CERTIFICATION AND LEARNING

•  Let us understand what are the basic requirements of green school. It starts with concept of 
surrounding of the building, land use pattern, green coverage, energy use, water efficiency & 
recycling, well being of occupants, disposal of garbage, green education and any innovation 
in the building and surrounding. Generally it is noted that after implementation of the 
requirements in most of the school buildings it is possible to achieve 30-45% saving in water 
and energy. Moreover, the students, teachers & community become part of the project and 
learning takes place.

• Facility management :The mandatory requirements are1. Green policy 2. Waste management. 
One need to evolve a green policy outlining commitment to environment, green concepts 
and communicate across the organisation. Waste management includes source segregation 
of waste, defining the disposal method for all types of waste. This also includes developing 
methods for recycling the recyclable waste to useful products and defining methods of 
handling hazardous waste to prevent pollution. Other aspect of facility management are eco-
friendly commuting practices, eco-friendly landscaping, heat island reduction and building 
maintenance. The credits are available for each of these category. Use of public transport or 
mass transport or commuting by cycle, walk from the residence or mass transit points are 
encouraged through this credit. Heat island reduction is achieved by painting roof of building 
with solar reflective paint, providing sheds on pathways and covered shelter for parking. Eco 
friendly landscaping calls for green coverage of the area with local variety of trees requiring 
less water and also limiting lawn area.

• Energy efficiency is an important aspect of any building. Energy audit, use of efficient fittings, 
energy metering are the important aspects. Use of renewable energy from onsite and off site 
installations also contribute to the efficiency under this specification. Use of air-conditioners 
with environmental prospective such as CFC free refrigerant etc.,. The energy efficiency is 
calculated in terms of Kwh/ sq.m of built up area.

• Water efficiency: The mandatory requirements are water metering and rain water harvesting. 
Provision of water efficient fittings such as low flow fittings and slim flush, water efficient toilet 
flush etc., Treatment of waste water and reuse is an important aspect of this specification but 
is optional for existing schools. With proper planning and replacement of proper design of 
fittings can assure water saving to the extent of 35%. In stead of replacing the high capacity 
existing flushes, if the volume can be reduced by provision of 2 litre bottle in the 8 litre flush. 
Similarly urinals can be made waterless with the provision of bio blocks 

• Health and occupation wellbeing is quite important aspect of green school. This talks of control 
of use of tobacco and related product in the building, fresh air ventilation in the building 
as mandatory requirement. Other aspects are thermal comfort of occupants, facilities for 
differently abled persons and sports and recreational facilities in the building. Display of No 
smoking at various places in the building is essential.CO2 level measurement and provision 
of fresh air ventilation is also very important. For differently abled persons access to the 
building, provision of lift and toilets come under this category.

• Green education is another important part of the process. Students get most benefit of the 
green, eco-sensitation and learn about the environment through environmental projects & 
education.
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ENERGY CONSERVATION,  
SOLAR ENERGY AND ENERGY SECURITY
 
Energy plays an important role in our lives and is a major 
concern for sustainability. Sensitivity to energy use and 
developing an attitude for conservation is the key 
to sustainability. Today, as fossil fuel, the prime 
source of energy is under threat of extinction 
we are looking at alternatives and change 
of the habit of use to bring in low 
carbon foot prints for organization. 
Here, in ICF group of schools energy 
management has been considered 
most important for two reasons 
i.e. (i) to educate our students 
and sensitise them to create 
a future energy sensitive 
citizens and also in this 
process this would sensitise 
the families too (ii) to 
create low carbon foot 
print and work towards 
a ‘zero net energy’ 
building. At the outset 
a group of students 
who were called 
‘energy conservators’ 
or Urja Raskhaks’ with 
prime objective to 
learn and implement 
conservation methods 
in the school have 
been nominated. 
These team would 
go around the school 
and pin point energy 
wastage i.e. light and 
fan which are on when 
even not needed in 
classrooms during lunch 
break, recess, sports 
period in teachers room 
during the class, dining 
hall, kitchen, auditorium 
and laboratories, leaking 
water taps etc. The schools 
organized rallies, painting and 
essay competition on national 
energy conservation day. 
Through this process a change 
in attitude towards conservation 
of energy amongst students have 
been attempted.

Energy conservation Day 

The spirited students of 
primary section took a rally 
through streets and colonies 
to sensitise on the concept of 
conservation and rightful use 
of resources.
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RENEWABLE ENERGY 

20 KW Roof Top solar PV for ICF Silver Jubilee Higher secondary school has made the school a 
‘Zero net energy premises’ i.e., a distinction which very few establishments in the country has 
achieved. This plant generates 22000 Kwh per annum . This has made the school completely 
energy independent. The plant also shares the energy with ICF Silver Jubilee nursery and primary 
school in addition to another 3KW plant provided in the campus. 10 KW Roof Top solar PV for 
ICF Higher secondary school is another example of green venture which makes this school 
near zero net energy building and is the only Government aided school in Chennai to have own 
solar plant. This plant generates 12000 Kwh per annum . In addition these plants also free the 
environment of poisonous gas likeCO2, SO2 & NO2 and save coal for future . The plant having 
a life of 20 years will bring energy security for the school and schools do not have to pay for 
electricity after six years (by the time the full cost is recovered). 

Consumption Vs Renewable Energy
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WATER CONSERVATION; 
   EVERY DROP MATTERS…

In ICF schools, every block has been provided with down pipelines to carry water collected on the roof top to 
percolation pits.  Low flow taps are used. Water from RO is used for Gardening. Drip and sprinklers used for 
irrigation.

Water from the Reservoir is treated and supplied to school meeting the requirement of raw water for garden 
watering.

Water audit and interventions have resulted in reduction of 35.57% of water usage. 

Our students have become water auditors and water conservators.

Drip and sprinkler method of 
irrigation

Rain water Harvesting

Waterless urinals with use of  
bio-blocks

Reverse osmosis water purifier and 
use of RO discharge garden use

Rain water 
Harvesting

Sustainable Water
Practices

Water Use 
Monitoring

Water Efficient 
plumbing 
Fixtures

Water efficient 
Irrigation

Water
 efficient 

Landscaping
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THE GARDEN :  
AN EXPERIMENT IN 

OUR SCHOOLS

ICF Higher secondary School has a semi circular frontal area, which needed rejuvenation. Having gone through 
handful of articles on school environment and its impact on result of the school there was an opportunity to 
experiment on this. Developing a garden in the semicircular area and planting shrubs, herbs and trees in an 
around would perhaps bring in over all change in the environment which may also influence psychological and 
perceptible behavioral pattern of students. The trees, plants bearing beautiful flower would be agents of change. 
Providing a fence around the ground to protect would have been counter productive in the beginning as such 
a barrier between the children and plants there would not have been a lasting bonding between them and the 
feeling of ownership would have lost. For most part of developing stage as there were no fence, the children 
planted, watered and saw the garden growing day by day. Over the last 3-4 years these plants have grown by 
8-12 ft tall. Fence was needed to prevent stray animals later. That’s how the garden came up and the students 
enjoyed all through out the project and discovered their naturalist intelligence.

In addition to providing a pleasant environment it also provides a space for learning. The garden has over 100 
species of plants and many such plants also find a place in the books. The children now have a opportunity to 
move around, observe the plants, stems, leaves and their shapes, colors, sizes, flowers, and understand them. A 
small exercise of fixing a ‘name tag’ depicting name of plant, habitat, species, botanical names in English and Tamil 
was also taken up. When school developed the garden there was need for manure. The school noon meal center 
had food waste and fallen leaves from campus which were sent for landfill earlier, now used to make compost 
and used for nourishments of the plants. This also helped the children learning about composting methods. 
Garden helped connecting the students to the school, nature and thus creating a better environment. This was a 
distinct change in the behavior of the students the way they dress themselves, conduct themselves and the over 
all attitude. This was reflected in the results of the school too.
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Beginning of THE CLEAN AND GREEN DRIVE on 2.10.2014. The students and teachers 
transformed the school to a green school and clean campus. Students also come together 
to transform the front semi-circular area into a lovely garden. 

Pupils feel, ‘I now have something I can focus on.’ It has a certain kudos to it as well: ‘I 
could be special without being the person sat outside the head teacher’s office, without 
being constantly in detention.’ 

The area as in 2015, beginning of gardening process.
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TURNING A 
GARDEN INTO A 

CURRICULUM
Gardening is ideally suited to help schools 

deliver all aspects of the primary curriculum 
and can support the application of the emerging 

emphasis on learners’ attributes and creative 
freedom for teachers. As the research found, 
a single practical, hands-on gardening project 

could teach a wide range of skills. 

“Gardening at school allows all of our 
pupils the freedom to care for a living 

thing and to take pride in it.” - HM
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We share the earth not only with our fellow 
human beings, but with all the other creatures. 

—The Dalai Lama

Gardening in schools can have a profound impact when it comes to giving children 
the skills they need to reach their full potential in life. Research shows that the 
practical, hands-on nature of gardening meant children became more active, flexible 
thinkers and were better abled to meet life’s challenges – from the classroom to 
the workplace. In particular using gardening as an essential teaching tool in our 
school we experimented this over last five years. In ICF Silver Jubilee Matriculation, 
Higher Secondary School, a beautiful garden came up as a part of school project by 
student who designed the lay out, choose the plants, planted team and took care 
all throughout. 
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A herbal garden in ICFSJNPS was created with local 
herbs in 2015. The garden had over 75 variety of local

Children are  
taking care of their  
maintains in garden 
herbs.

There was one seed that decided to grow
While others laughed and teased
While that seed just wouldn’t say “no”
It itself truly believed
It took one seed to make a difference 
It took one seed to grow up tall
It took one seed to have courage
One seed that’s all
Seed took root and grew really tall
While the others laughed and teased
You wont last long but fall
Yet the seed become a tree
And it took one seed to make a difference….
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Gardening also provide opportunities for enhancing scientific knowledge & understanding, 
improving literacy, numeracy, pupils’ confidence, resilience and self-esteem. It gives them a 
sense of responsibility, and fosters positive behaviour, particularly for those with behavioural 
and learning difficulties. A garden street with garden of life, garden of good manners, garden 
of happiness and wellness, an art gallery, a green house, a fruit orchard and beautiful sketches 
all around have become the new attractions in ICF Silver Jubilee Nursery and primary school 
in 2018. As the Children move around they notice these aspects daily which have positive 
influence on them.

This is my garden,
I’ll rake it with care,
And then some flower seeds,
I’ll plant there.
The sun will shine,
And the rain will fall,
And my garden will blossom,
And grow straight and tall

“By Education, I mean an all-around drawing of the best  

in Child and man in body mind and spirit.”

- Mahatma Gandhi
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Let us come and draw
The life in the school
The flowers and trees
The butterflies and birds
The rain and the snow…

The Garden of Good Manners; Each flower depicts 
a good manner and as we nurture the flower so also 
the manner to spread happiness. Children learn to 
nurture these manners like flowers.

Unity is strength : The students have 
put the palm impressions on the wall
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“School garden is an integral part of school education. In primary school we started a kitchen garden 
for growing vegetables to enrich noon meal and flowers to add to the beauty. This became an attrac-
tion and object of learning.” Says Ms. Anuradha HM.

Truly our barefooted tiny tots have become organic agricultural scientist!

Harvesting was the most enjoyable part as teachers and students showed the ownership over the 
harvest with pride. Collecting and plucking the daily produce was a routine before noon meal was 
cooked. Children also had share of vegetables for taking home.

The garden had variety of seasonal vegetables. The teachers had an unique opportunity to teach the 
science of plantation, seedling, germination, growth, flowering anf fruit bearing and also harvesting. 
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Plant a tree for your tomorrow 
It’s your tree that clears the air 
Plant a tree, trees for Happiness
Plant a tree today for all the world to share 

Taste the breeze, it’s life inside you 
Make a promise to the Earth 
Plant a tree, now is the time to 
Recognize a tree for all that it is worth 

Plant a tree for your tomorrow 
It’s your tree that clears the air 
Plant a tree, trees for World
Plant a tree today for all the world to share 

Grow a shady place to rest in 
Make a place for birds to sing 
Plant a forest for the future 
For the breath of life begins with every 
spring
  
Plant a tree for your tomorrow 
It’s your tree that clears the air 
Plant a tree, trees for World
Plant a tree today for all the world to share
  Adapted from John Denver 
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World Environment day was celebrated with forest department official joining 
the celebration in school campus. Children and teachers are having session on 
benefits of tree and correct method of plantation.

It’s the little things citizens do. That’s what will make the 
difference. My little thing is planting trees. —Wangari 
Maathai, Nobel Peace Prize Winner 2004
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The students show their resolve 
to protect the trees and cele-
brate the occasion to become 
the protector of the trees.

The trees speak to students 
about their relevance and 
importance through placards 
attached.

“The highest education is that which does not merely give us 
information but makes our life in harmony with all existence.”

     - Rabindranath Tagore
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Celebrating birthdays together in the school with friends and 
teachers is a moment to cherish. In order to make plantations 
sustainable in the school we devised a method of plantation of 
saplings every month on last day of the month by students and 
teachers whose birthday falls on that month. 

The teachers and students together join for a group photo 
and plant saplings in the school garden. 

As a result multiple benefit accrues to the school environment 

•	 the feeling of togetherness and oneness among the 
students and teachers

•	 feeling of belongingness and ownership of the school 
premises 

•	 environmental education and learn the method of 
plantation 

•	 learning the art of giving and sharing. 

They do not see the discrimination of age class, caste, 
religion(the names are spelt out alphabetically) and Garden 
does get richer by addition of plants per occasion .

BIRTHDAY 

CELEBRATION  

AND  

PLANTATION

 NURSERY AND PRIMARY SCHOOL 
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BIRTHDAY 

CELEBRATION  

AND  

PLANTATION

In ICF Higher Secondary School a small function of 30 minutes is introduced just after the 
prayer where the students are encouraged to donate a book for their library instead of 
distributing (chocolates as done by them earlier)and in turn they receive a plant from the 
HM to plant in the school garden. The school has celebrated July month mass birthday 
in ICF Higher Secondary School. 63 students have celebrated their birthday together. 
All the students have presented books to school library and received a sapling from 
the Chief guest to plant the saplings in the school garden. Books and plants are unique 
combination on this day. 

HIGHER SECONDARY SCHOOL
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Seed planting is another venture to inculcate the habit of growing plants at home or at school. A preparation 
for such event begin with days of preparation in organising containers, soil, manure, seeds and location a 
knowledgeable resource person. Children were advised to bring used plastic pouches of oil or milk duly 
washed for the program. Parents were also allowed to participate and learn art of plant growing in pouches 
. Good manure and soil mixture was prepared and filled in hundreds of plastic pouches and kept ready. Both 
parents and teachers along with children had a long subjective session before plantation. The session covered 
topics on soil preparation, pre and post plantation care, watering needs, daily observation by students and 
noting down the growth etc,. The resource person spoke on the subject to children, teacher and parent . 
After the session which was held under a tree outdoor, children stood in a queue to wait for their turn to 
plant seeds. Parents waited for their turns too. Teachers also participated whole heartedly.

SEED SOWING
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Students of Silver Jubilee Primary school are gearing up with 2000 bombs to connect with 
nature on World Nature Conservation day on 28th July. These tiny tots learnt to create 
seed bombs to help grow trees in areas devastated by cyclone Vardha in 2016. Known 
as Nendo dango (in Japanese) seed bombs are an ancient Japanese practice also called 
Tsuchi Dango. Seed bombs were reintroduced in 1938 by a Japanese microbiologist/ 
farmer Masanobu Fukuoka. Let us see how much these little humans carry forward this 
method and message. They have resolved to prepare 10000 seed balls. The group of 
students along with teachers had prepared the dough with soil and manure . The local 
variety of seeds of plants were used to make the seed bombs. These seed bombs are 
then dried in sun and stored for later use. 

SEED BOMBS

Seed bombing the entire premises by the school students was a spectacular event . While 
the students of primary section started on foot and bombarded the entire resurgence 
avenue with 2000 seed bombs, the seniors started off on bicycle to cover rest of the 
colonies and devastated area with another 3000 seed bombs.
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People celebrated World Environment Day with lots of activities for awareness creation. For many it 
was a formal event with symbolic oath and tree plantation. However for some it’s a routine day to visit 
places to ignite young minds to make them conscious of environment and needs of mother earth. For 
them every day is environment day. This year Dr Nirmal, Founder of EXNORA International, Chennai 
was the guest in the school to speak to students to grow environmentalists out of them. Association 
of EXNORA International with our school further enhanced by opening EXNORA innovation chapter 
for the school on the 2018 edition of World Environment Day. The students visited police station, bus 
top, market, offices and did their bit by counselling people. Primary section of the school celebrated the 
event with painting and planting saplings.

“We owe it to ourselves and to the next generation to conserve the environment 
so that we can bequeath our children a sustainable world that benefits all.”

          Wangari Maathai, Nobel Peace Prize Winner 2004
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World environment day is celebrated and messages are through dance 
and drama by primary section. This is followed by a rally too.
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Learning about environment is 
integral part of the education. The 
students visit space around and 
have outdoor classes too.

The Green ICF campus provides 
enough space for eco-learning and 
developing bird watching hobbies. 

Students visit the nearby lake view 
area for eco learning classes.

ENVIRONMENTAL OUTDOOR CLASSES
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Swatch Bharat is close to everyone’s heart. Each one of us like to live in a clean environment, 
clean road for our travel, clean school for our wards, clean office etc. But how many of 
us really participate and become part of such a mission? We need all these cleanliness to 
be maintained by someone for us. Here are group of students and teachers who took 
campus tours and clean inside and out side of the premises as a regular routine and 
spread the message by doing by themselves. One can see these motivated and dedicated 
future generation who are so concerned and sending a strong signal to society.

It’s your world and my world too; 
There are things that we can do
To help our world be safe and clean 
From litter, trash, and other things,
Here’s what we’ll do--

We may be small but we can know
Just where our litter ought to go.
We’ll put our litter in the can 
And lend our world a helping hand,
That’s what we’ll do--
Recycling is nothing new 

And we can learn to do it too.
When we are careful not to waste 
Our world will be a cleaner place,
For me and you--

It’s your world and my world too; 
These are things that we can do.
When we take care of our own space 
Our world will be a safer place,
Won’t you help too---?
It’s your world and my world too. 
It’s your world and my world too.

 - Anonymous
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GARBAGE SURVEY, SEGREGATION AND PROCESSING

Cleanliness is next to Godliness! Student and teachers come together for SHRAMDAN 
for maintaining the cleanliness in the campus and in the neighbourhood. The students 
undertake survey of garbage, segregation and processing in compost pits.
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Like charity begins at home students are given exposure to waste management in the 
school which is another important aspect of greening process. Commencing from survey 
of waste in the classes, school premises such as play ground, pathways and garden etc., 
are undertaken by students. Accordingly the bins are placed at different locations. Schools 
have banned use of plastics two years back and hence the waste is limited to paper, 
leaves and sometime a bit of leftover food. Students also learn to compost the waste in 
the school. They maintain compost pits. The home composting tips are displayed in the 
school for guidance of students, teachers and parents.
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It’s is beyond the classroom. The students are on their mission to propagate the message 
of cleanliness away from the boundaries.
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ECO-FRIENDLY COMMUTING 
PRACTICES

Students are encouraged to use bicycle 
and public transport for commuting to 
school. 

All most half of the children commute by 
bicycle and close to a quarter commute 
by public transport.
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In the noon meal centres, students used to sit on the floor and dine. Many a time it is 
noticed that the floors get littered with food and is not hygienic. ICF HS school decided 
to provide stainless steel dining tables to have proper dining in a hygienic condition. 
Students of higher classes share a hot cooked noon meal in revamped dinning hall with 
dinning tables and benches. The hygiene, discipline and togetherness are the essence of 
the process. The meals are cooked and served in hygienic condition under supervision of 
teachers. This is also the time students are spoken to about food value and habits. This 
has attracted appreciation from Government officials and parents. 
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Yoga has been made as a part of the school 
curriculum. The qualified yoga teachers teach 
the students the methods to remain fit and 
energetic.
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Students and teachers 
practicing Yoga on Yoga day
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‘Bala Devo Bhaba’ or Worship the child is the core concept of child-centred education in our 
schools. It’s the child who is the most important person in the school and the focus of the 
process in the school. In this process of learning these ‘little humans’ grow in to young man 
and great citizens of humanity. With a slight change in the school menu we made an attempt to 
engage ‘little man and woman’ in a creative yet mutually exclusive environment. Classes indoors 
always have been suffocating and stuffy and do not enthuse our dear friends. Whereas outdoor 
activities and events make them feel happy and cheerful. The premises was reorganised with 
new additions to make every day eventful and provide space for close interaction with nature, 
colours and art. Hope our ‘Baladevos’ will now love to stay and learn by play. A garden Street 
with Garden of life, Garden of Good manners, Garden of happiness and wellness, an Art gallery, a 
green house, a fruit orchard and beautiful sketches all around have become the new attractions.

“What a man hears, he may doubt; what he sees,  he may also doubt, but what he does, he cannot doubt”   
- Seaman Knapp 

Creative Experience, Engagement & Activity
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Every year on this day the tiny tots come dressed in various costumes based on theme. This year the 
theme was ̀ states’ and various classes choose different states. The class rooms are decorated with state 
themes, culture, food, famous places, personalities and display their creativity through participation. 
They dressed like natives, sing the folk lore, dance to the folk tune and many talk about the states. This 
is a unique way the students learn about various states and culture through interactions. A tamil boy 
dressed in Gujurati or Assemese costume or a punjabi boy picking up goan costume and speaking about 
the state is real display of unity in diversity. Such display of oneness among the students has long lasting 
impact on them. Learning through acting / drama enhances the retention. 

THE SCHOOL CELEBRATES 
VALUE DAY
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`People who help us’ was the theme of the day. This is another excellent way to 
familiarisation with different type of occupation. Children have dressed up as Policeman, 
Nurse, Doctor, Postman, Lawyer, Chef, Teacher, etc and seen explaining their duties and 
responsibilities to all visitors. 
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Learning by doing is a common descriptor of experiential learning. Learning by doing, 
learning in real-life context, learning through projects, and learning by solving problems 
are the four pillars of experiential learning in education. The children display their 
creations in the craft exhibition.

EXHIBITIONS
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Exhibitions are part of curriculum and during 15th August parents, teachers and students 
prepare exhibits based on the theme for the year and organise a nice display. The parents, 
students and students from other schools also visit the exhibition.
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Various exhibits on architecture, temples, transport, arts and crafts are made by students 
who proudly describe the details about the exhibits to visitors. Specific craft exhibits 
made by parents are also put on display.
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Colours Day is another occasion for the tinytots to learn about colours and associated 
things. The theme changes from year to year. The students dress up with the same 
colour garments, display the flowers, fruits, vegetables associated with the colour. This 
is a way of nature education and children learn many of the things from their peers. 
However, the concept is always around eco-sensitivity. This is how we reach out the 
parents and community.

COLOURS DAY
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LEARNING TAMIL HERITAGE AND 
CULTURE THROUGH EXHIBITION
The main aim of the exhibition is to introduce the 
ancient Tamil culture, life style, food, medicines 
and music. Such an attempt will give an exposure 
to our young generation about rich cultural 
heritage and healthy life style and of course about 
environment. Students, teachers and parents 
get involved through this process which took a 
month’s preparation and did provide an unique 
opportunity for learning.

The different sections of the exhibitions were:- Famous temples of Tamilnadu, Five land 
forms of Ancient Tamilnadu, Seven Famous kings of Ancient Tamilnadu known for their 
charity. The ancient army systems, Sports of valour and innovative games. Different 
folk dances, Traditional medicinal plants and herbs, Millets and Cereals, Ancient musical 
instruments, Live show – Pongal festival
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FUN WITH SCIENCE 
It was indeed another memorable day of learning and interaction with students of our 
school during a day long workshop on FUN WITH SCIENCE. Alumni association of the 
school organised this event. Shri. Arivukkarasan from Science Chennai City conducted 
the program for more than six hours. Our students have benefitted more and enjoyed 
very well.
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Seeing is believing. Higher 
class Students found 
many answer to their 
scientific queries . Science 
exhibition rekindles the 
quest for reason and 
create love for science. 
Many school students 
from various schools 
visited the exhibition too.

Primary School 
Students also had 
separate Science 
Exhibition
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Lets come and play

The swing and the roller coaster

The slide and the turn table

Let us make way for our friends

 Let us take turn to enjoy most…..

Play Arena in ICFSJNPS
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For tiny tots play ground with variety of fixtures in Colony Primary School was another 
attempt to engage them in some amount of physical activities during their stay at school. 
The students take turn to engage them in the activities.
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Excursion plays an important role in 
learning. Chennai has large number of 
institution for learning. Our students 
visit such places at regular intervals. 
Rail museum is one of such place which 
the children visited recently. The old 
age steam locomotive, Nilgiri mountain 
railway coaches and many exhibits 
provide space for understanding the early 
technologies. Students also had gone 
for ride in Metro Rail which gave them 
an exposure to technological revolution 
that is taking place world over in public 
transport and how Chennai is catching up. 
The children also visited Rock monuments 
in Mahabalipuram and Crocodile Bank.
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There is a positive association between physical activity and several components of mental 
health, including self-esteem, emotive wellbeing, spirituality, and future expectations. Young 
individuals who participate in organised sport demonstrate lower rates of anti-social behaviour.

`SPORTS DAY’
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Sports day is an annual fest to showcase the sporting spirit as well as excellence. Excellent 
displays in athletics, games and marshal art become part of the celebrations.
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ECA provides an opportunity for students to show case their talent in all fields such 
as singing, dancing, theatrics and also script writing and direction. These form part of 
routine and through these student grow deep into Indian Culture. In addition they show 
case their talent during annual day celebrations. Each Child is introduced to at least one.  
This helps to nurture spatial intelligence.
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Balancing study and extra curricular activities such as drama and dance are essential part 
of learning process. Students are taught to learn drama, dance and singing in the school . 
Students are in full flow during annual day demonstration.
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The Indian subcontinent is land of festivals. India is proud for its diverse culture and religious 
thoughts which enrich its heritage. Festivals are special occasions which are celebrated with 
traditions of socio-cultural get-togethers, ceremonial rituals, dances, songs, fast and feasts. 
The school is a place where students from different states and socio-cultural back grounds are 
together for a common journey of education. It is a place where students learn different cultures 
not only from books but also from social exchanges among them. Therefore, it is the right setting 
to learn to be respectful towards cultural diversity of the country, tradition and its people by 
integrating celebrations of festivals as school programs. There is almost a festival every month 
and this provide an opportunity for short break from studies and more celebrations. 

•	 Pongal is a harvest 
festival in Tamilnadu 
and is very popular in 
the state. This day is 
also celebrated in other 
states as Makar Sankranti 
in north India

•	 Pongal is prepared by the 
teachers for students. 

•	 The student also 
perform dances and sing 
folk songs. 

•	 This provides a long 
understanding of culture 
in Cities where such 
sights are rare to see.

CELEBRATING FESTIVALS
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Thus the school provides a space for understanding different culture and preserve them 
through celebrations of festivals. The festivals are spread over in the entire period of the 
year. It is where the future citizens are sensitized to have “SAMA BHAVA”.

Here-in we encourage the 
student to celebrate important 
festivals Pongal, Holi, Krishna 
Jayanthi, Vinayaka Puja, Onam 
Navaratree Kollu, Christmas,  
Id-ul-Fitr to name a few.

Swarswati Puja is another occasion where 
children celebrate together and learn together. 
No one identifies as part of any specific religion 
or group rather identify them as Pupils.

Krishna Jayanthi is another occasion where 
children celebrate together and learn together. 
`Onam’ is another occasion of celebration of 
one of the most important social festivals of 
Kerala. These celebrations provide a space to 
learn multiple culture and understand pluralistic 
nature of belief in a society. 

Celebration for Christmas starts 
immediately after the examination. This 
festival provides an opportunity for all 
students to know and understand the 
values and knowledge spread by Jesus. One 
can find a Christmas tree and a Santa Claus 
distributing the gifts while all join together 
to sing hymns and carols. Fun, frolic and 
laughter mark the festival.
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School health day was celebrated with health camps 
for dental, eyesight and general check ups. Student 
got opportunity to interact with doctors and learn 
about the issues in addition to check ups. Students 

get health tips too. All students undergo these tests 
every year as free health check-up. 
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Creative Engagement with parents: Parents’ Corner

Parent, Teacher and the child are like 3 vertices of an equilateral triangle to maintain 
balance for the growth of the child in today’s world. Keeping positive engagement with 
the parents and the teachers for a healthy education processes is essential for inclusive 
growth . In olden days schools used to be the epicentre for education and socio cultural 
growth of the region. Schools used to serve the society by developing good citizens by 
moulding young minds. Of course, students used to stay away from home for considerable 
period with the teachers. Today, the scenario is different. The child spends some good 
6 hours in the school in an environment many a time completely different from the 
surroundings where he spends remaining action packed 10 hours(and 8 hours of sleep). 
There are issues and contradictions which bother the young mind and many questions 
remain unanswered. Many children are lucky to get a favourable environment at school 
as well as at home and many are not so lucky. Thus the gap between the environment 
grows wide apart and meeting of minds do not take place. Here we made an attempt 
to bridge the gap to emphasize the need for favourable environment with creation of 
“Parents’ Resource Centre” - an initiative for creative engagement of parents with school. 

SCHOOL AS A RESOURCE FOR PARENTS &  
COMMUNITY TOO
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The centre depicts essentials of 
the parent teacher Partnership, 
healthy food, life style, child’s 
need, the good manners at 
school, at home, at public place 
(which the school teaches), the 
emphasis on cleanliness, personal 
hygiene, garbage disposal, 
composting, safety rules at road 
crossing, home, TV and internet 
etc. The pictorial displays attract 
the onlooker to read the content. 
The centre was inaugurated by 
one of the parents. We believe 
that constant visual displays also 
will impact the parents& children. 
While doing so, we tried to 
create a favourable environment 
by organising a food festival by 
parents for children and parent. 
Earlier also we worked towards a 
creative environment by engaging 
parents through arts and crafts 
camps (three months back) 
which was a very good beginning. 
Looking forward to a concept 
for extended school in form of 
holiday classes for mothers on 
the topics of their needs.
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Food festival by Parents for parents and children was a great success which brought all 
parents and teachers on a common platform and informal interaction
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Parent teacher association is another successful venture for inclusive growth of 
child. The periodical meeting with parents provided a space for understanding each 
other’s view point and making a beginning to address the needs of the children. 
This strengthened mutual trust and we consider this as one of the main reasons for 
improved result.
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The children are introduced to the concept of donation and mobilisation for a cause. This 
year the theme was prevention of cancer. The students mobilised Rs 100,000 for the 
cause by donations and spreading cancer message to neighbourhood. The school invited 
Padma Vibhusan Dr V. Shanta of Adyar Cancer Institute to receive the cheque from the 
school on the occasion of Graduation day for UKG students and bless the students.

`GRADUATION DAY FOR UKG’
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Annual magazines are the means to express the creativity of students & teachers in 
literatures, art, craft. The academic and sports achievements and school activities are 
also depicted in annual magazines. This provides a scope for budding writers and poets 
to express themselves. The magazines/souvenirs also provide a forum for students to 
develop the skill of editing. In addition ICFSJNPS brings out a quarterly news letter ‘News 
Wave’.

“Education for life, education through life, 

education throughout life”     

    Mahatma Gandhi 
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1. The school garden encouraged students to learn by 
doing,improved concentration, enrichment of noon 
meal, learn agriculture, irrigation methods and love 
for nature to develop naturalist intelligence.

2. The renewable energy ventures and energy 
conservation had impact on students, teachers, 
parents: making them conscious of energy needs and 
conservation, energy security for schools, economic 
value to school finances. The annual savings on 
electricity is Rs 2,62,000 per annum.

3. The rain water harvesting methods, use of low flow 
tap, judicious use of water for washing and gardening 
have a substantial impact on students. The borewell in 
the school has made the school self sufficient in water. 
Students, teachers and parents were introduced to methods of irrigation such as drip 
and sprinkling to save water. 

4. Improvement to agronomics of furniture, lighting and ventilation has reduced the fatigue and improved the 
concentration of the students and also has a positive impact on reduction in absentees. The class rooms have 
become friendly, attractive and active so also entire school environment.

5. Libraries have become attraction to improve the reading habits of the school as all libraries were revamped and 
10000 new books were added to the libraries.

6. The upgraded computer centres in all schools with additional computer and furniture have lasting impact on 
children. The students got more hands on practice in laboratories and improved their skills.

7. The renovated laboratories and new mathematics laboratory were a great motivator for learning.
8. Integrating green, cultural, sports and value education to curriculum has enriched the focus on child. 
9. Outdoor game facilities namely, 3 basket ball courts,hockey ground, covered badminton court, football, cricket, 

volleyball and a number of indoor games allowed the students to have access to sports and remain active. Large 
number of children discovered their bodily-kinesthetic intelligence.

10. The ECA provided a scope for learning dance, music, martial art and children found opportunity in the school. 
Learning Indian cultures in the school through celebrations on occasion of various festivals has great impact on the 
students to discover spatial intelligence.

11. Each Child becomes the focus of learning and teachers take care of the needs for learning. Excellence in each child 
has been the focus .The teacher mentor program also bridged the gap. The children discover joyfull learning in 
attractive, active and friendly environment in the school.

12. The emphasis on health and hygiene through access to safe drinking water, dining furniture in noon meal centres, 
health camps and cleanliness in the campus has led to a heathy atmosphere in the campuses. All 3000 students 
undergo general health check up, dental and eye test during the year as part of school health program. 

13. These interventions had a deep impact on academics and wholesome learning . There is a shift to ‘My own life’ 
concept from ‘my own book’ concept.

14. Creative engagement with parents through various forum such as parent’s day, parents’ craft exhibition, food 
festival by parents and parent corner, has enhanced the bond between the school and society. Many parents 
become part of BaLA in school by drawing wall murals. Needy craftsman amongst parents also found engagement 
in the school which provided them steady earnings. 

15. The Alumni are back to school and are engaged in creative pursuit. Many have created permanent bond with school 
and are sponsoring the needy children.

THE OUTCOME: LEARNING  
CONTINUUM FOR CHILDREN  
AND TEACHERS
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ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE

Sometime people judge the school by 
the results which may not be always 
true. But the education managers of 
Government have to follow certain 
yardstick. In case of ICF Higher 
secondary school results also needed 
focus. The experiment with school 
processes which was mainly directed 
at integral growth of the students also 
focussed on academic attainment and 
benchmarking the result on public 
examination. The public examination 
results of class X and XII were 58% and 64% respectively in 2013 and 2014. The school set a 
target to have each child passing out from the school in first attempt . It was really challenging 
for the team of teachers and management. The plan was devised in 2014 to focus on each 
child rather than class. Mentor teachers were allocated for every group of 5 students of class 
X and XII who were weak and needed specific approach. Extra classes for these students from 
the beginning of the year had helped in 
instilling confidence in the students and 
teachers. This experiment continued 
and our engagement with parents 
more frequently had acted as catalyst 
in this direction. The quantum jump in 
results of public examination of 2015 
has inspired the teachers most and the 
journey continued. The results of class 
X have been impressive (86%-2015, 
91%-2016, 97%-2017, 94%-2018) for 
last four years and similarly the results 
of XII also remained around 80%. Today this school stands tall amongst Govt aided schools of 
this part of Chennai. For us the journey continues as every year comes with new challenges and 
opportunities with new batch of students.

The ICF Silver Jubilee Matriculation and Higher Secondary School has a good track record of results 
in public examination since last 5 years. Various interventions have lead to retain children in the 
school and performance. The school takes care of weak student and organise coaching class in 
addition to practical classes.

Parent and Teacher interaction is extremely important for child centred education. Periodical PTA 
meetings and focused one to one discussion helps in improving school dynamics. For every 5 weak 
students one teacher acts as a mentor to create an enabling environment for the students.
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THE SCHOOL LEADERS SPEAK

Writing a page on the initiatives taken to make students excel in their performance and enhancing their creativity: 
But when I started to pen, ideas and waves of thoughts are reverberating to enhance creativity and excellence 
even better. I feel one page is too less. First of  all, I believe in holistic education, not only focussing on academics 
but a vision and passion for overall personality development of every student entrusted into this campus. Hence, 
my first attempt was on “DISCIPLINE” – of Time, Work, dress and values.

1. Teaching, learning and testing modules were planned and designed to suit every category of students.Created 
an ambience for joyful learning by doing and attaining right attitudes. Good and pleasing labs attracts students 
to work well. This provides experimental learning. We introduced education for sustainable development in 
our green premises.

2. Methods of teaching techniques are improvised to emphasize student centred scientific learning, where the 
students understand well. Teachers plan is done every day – DLP. This helps the teachers to be innovative- 
coming out with improvised ideas.

3. To develop reading habits the library helps. Every month, on the last working day, all classes and all teachers 
are asked to read for one hour. We call it “READING DAY”.

4. Various clubs are formed like Science Club, Language Club, Maths & Science Club and Social clubs. Students 
are encouraged to do projects and are allowed to participate in inter school competitions i.e. Quiz, oratorical 
etc. Go-Green Club maintains the greenery of the campus, conducts programme once a month during 
assembly. Each class takes turn to improve the environment.

5. The ECA – Extracurricular activities is introduced to every student of class VI, VII & VIII which has helped 
us to tap and nurture their inner talents, students have started to improve their skills. Some of them have 
become singers, dancers, artist and actors even. Introduced Rhapsody music learning through music. Music 
has helped students to develop concentration and confidence. 

6. Scouts and Guides movement – has enhanced discipline and role models for behaviour and social 
work. 

Ms. Kanchanmala, Sr. Principal, ICF SJMHSS
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ENHANCING AND EXCELLING STUDENTS THROUGH 
CREATIVITY: MS V. VIDYULLATHA, HM

Class room is the best place to find the hidden talent in children and a good teacher should take initiatives to 
encourage their creativity and artistic skills during their school days. Along with interesting activities, kids should 
also be given a quality resource of good books and visual materials

a. Some of the creative activities: Rather than asking students to read class texts at home, we can incorporate 
a group reading session into each class and ensure that every student is selected as the daily reader at least once.

b. Encourage discussion: It challenges them to listen to other students opinions and think critically about their 
contributions and ideas. This could take 10 minutes before the end of a session or by asking one member of a 
group to present their ideas to the class.

C .Encourage more colour: We can encourage students to use more colours as a staple when taking notes and 
we can see how quickly they start absorbing new information.

d. Visualise goals with time lines: Students can be asked to set their own goals and it can be decided on a 
project or term basis and should always be achievable. 

e. Story telling/thinking: The teacher can tell imaginative stories so that they start imagining the situation. Even 
a situation can be given to the students and ask them to expand on it. Another version of this activity is to let them 
come up with a story a day or let them write it up or tell the storythrough activity.

f. Work out passions: Once in a week, the students can be given time to express themselves in the way they 
prefer whether it is singing, dancing, poems, painting, drawing, enacting etc.

g. Student teacher: The students can be given a topic to teach and can be given time to do their own research 
and thinking before presenting it. This is also an opportunity to experience the student way of thinking. A creative 
class room is beneficial for both students and teachers and the overall learning phase would turn out more 
productive. 
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In order to improve the standard of our ICF HSS, following steps have been taken. Some of them are

•	 We found the students needed very supportive environment in the school and lot of motivation to develop 
sense of belongingness. The majority of parents belong to lower income and lower educational attainment 
group. Keeping them motivated by periodical engagement was also extremely important. 

•	 Bio-Metric attendance was made compulsory to all the staff both in the morning and the evening. Because of 
this system almost all the teachers attended the prayer. 

•	 32 CCTV cameras were installed in all Classrooms, Open areas, Playgrounds and Entrance. After that 
installation TEACHING and LEARNING have been taking place in all the periods.  

•	 During my free time I used to go on a rounds and observe the teaching methods of the teachers and note 
down their merits and demerits. Particular teachers were called separately and proper advice has been given 
to improve their teaching.

•	 Immediately after the Mid-term tests and the Terminal exam, student’s performance was analyzed in detail 
both section wise and teacher wise. 

•	 Smart classes were arranged for X and XII STD students. For all the subjects digital contents were purchased. 
The teachers and the students used these content to learn more. It was very useful at the time of revisions.

•	 Special classes were conducted during the holidays and terminal holidays. Coaching classes were conducted 
from 3.30 PM to 5 PM daily and snacks are served. It improved academic achievements of the students. 

•	 PTA meetings were conducted after every terminal examination. Parents were advised to take care of their 
children at home. Parents’ suggestions were listened carefully to improve the school. Parents and class 
teachers are now connected by phone and whatsapp.

•	 At the time of the introduction of Swatch Bharath our school had been cleaned and a beautiful Garden was 
made near the entrance of our school with proper fencing. At the time of mass birthday each student planted 
a sapling in the garden. Because of that garden our school became `Green school’. This helped our students 
to reduce their stress.

•	 Play grounds are renovated and children are encouraged to play Basket ball, Volley ball, football, cricket etc.

•	 A 10 kW Solar panel was installed in our school. It meets the entire electricity needs of our school and the 
excess we were given to our ICF Colony Primary School. We are saving lakhs of rupees in electricity bill 
every year. Ours is the First Aided School in Chennai to have such facility.

•	 Our school auditorium was renovated with rear and side screens and also power point presentation

•	 Under the able guidance and periodic visits of management, our school has improved a lot during my tenure. 
Our school results had increased from 58 % to 97 % which is a record itself.

Dr. M.Palanivasan, HM 
2013 to 2018

Ms. N. Jayanthi, HM 
2018 - till date
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The role of Primary education is to ensure the broad based development of children and we at ICF Colony 
Primary School follow methodologies to ensure that all children are able to develop their cognitive, 
social, emotional, cultural and physical skills to the best of their abilities preparing them for their further 
school career.

Though SSA (Somagra Shiksha) training program, teachers are trained in all fields like Yoga, physical 
education and English  language. Our teachers imbibe the skills taught in the training very carefully and 
impart the same to the students with great enthusiasm and encouragement.

Our  school library provide reading books for children every day, helping them to improve vocabulary 
and language skills, phonetic sounds are taught in school, which enables children to understand better 
and speak the language. 

Our school is well equipped with all resources to ensure joyful learning. The classroom furniture, 
computers and projector for multimedia learning provided happy moments in the school. 

We focous on green education to sensitise our students about environment. Our school garden project is 
one of such project with experiential learning for students.

We take census  details of the school going children in our school  habitation area and admit the children 
without any dropouts in every year.

IEDC (Inclusive Education for differently abled Children) is encouraged for children with hearing 
impairment and Intellectual disability several strategies are followed by our teachers such as  talk analysis, 
poor teaching, co-operative learning,  learning corners and multi -sensory approach to improve the 
performance of children with disability.

We follow separate syllabus and special attention for late bloomers (slow learners).

Every Friday, we conduct activity learning. It helps children to grasp things faster and enhance their 
desire to learn and grasp new things and gain knowledge by doing activities with the help of teachers.

Our Ramanuja Maths Club conduct Mathematical puzzles, solving sessions and competitions every 
month. It provides opportunities for developing  important intellectual skills in problem solving, 
deductive and inductive reasoning, creative thinking of our children.

Smt. V.S. Anuradha Kumari, HM
ICF Colony Primary School
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AWARDS AND ACHIEVEMENTS
ISO 9001:2015 IGBC GREEN SCHOOL
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Our birth is but a sleep and a forgetting; 
The Soul that rises with us, our life’s Star,

Hath had elsewhere its setting
 And cometh from afar;

Not in entire forgetfulness,
And not in utter nakedness,

But trailing clouds of glory do we come 
From God, who is our home:

William Wordsworth
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